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CHAPTER I 
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The importance of Jsymbqlsin all discussion and inquiry^— 
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many functions of symbol^.—Their function as organizing and 
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functions postponed~"till Chapter VII. A convenient diagram of 
Symbol, Reference and~Referent, 107 The relation of words to 
things indirect; through Interpretation, 11. The dangers of 
verbal shorthand, 12. Advance in Science through its rejection.— 
Relativity;' Psycho-analysis, 13. 

Misinterpretation, 14. Complexities due to misdirection; 
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THE POWER OF WORDS 
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—Development in terms of mnemic causation; Semon, 51. 
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expectations whose signs arc themselves beliefs, and further to 
all eases of interpretation from particular to particular, G2. 
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